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essential difference: The <■<istenco e; tliê c grou;i reprcsent.it ions ’ouKl not he i’.e- 
rive<l from a symnutry turn .format ion oi the physical sy tom. The name which was 
first given to this concept was "dynami'.al ^ruiv,"- although many otlier names have 
been used since then, such as "spectrum-generating group"'* and "non-invariance

4group." I
The first appl icat ion" of this use of groups wa; to the rot a to i. fliis gave a 

mathematical structure which can describe, for example, a diatomic molecule in a 
particular vibrational and electronic state. Hie re Tatar can have any integral 
value of angular momentum j, so its weight diagram is that of Fig. (I). Die sym
metry group of the rotator is S0(3) ̂  (the subscript indicates that X  are the gen
erators). Each line in the weight diagram corresponds to an irreducible representa
tion IV* of S0(3). However, if we add operators such that J^,Q^ generate HIV), 
then the entire weight diagram of H r . (1) corresponds to the irreducible representa
tion space

R 'S 0 f 3 T  f n

of H(3). That is, the dynamical group 1(3) contains operators which transform 
between different irreducible represented ion spaces R-* or the symmetry gioup S0(3)C 
E(3).

A question which naturally arises is then, whether or not such considerations 
have any application to elementary particle physics. In fact, this question was al
ready addressed in the original paper by generali>i»g the rotator to a relativistic 
rotator.^ However, there is another possibli application, which 1 want to discuss 
today, and that is the reinterpretation of the SU(n) of particle physics in terms of 
spectrum-generating groups. These groups, Sll(2), S li(3),... ,SU(n), where n is ap
parently limited only by the current cxpcr inental laidgets, are well accepted as 
groups whose irreducible representations classify the observed particles and reso
nances. They have been customarily treated as symmetry groups, which, for SU(2)- 
isospin, was a very good approximation. As experimental budgets continue to rise, 
though, this approximation has been getting much worse. The increase of "symnetry 
breaking" with increasing n will, if it has not already done so, prevent us from 
being able to use the Wigner-Eckart theorem in the conventional way. It is in an ef
fort to save this second aspect of the usefulness of group theory that we have in
vestigated the re interpret at ion of SlUn).

II. Spectrum-generating SlJ(n)

To demonstrate this approach, we shall use SU(3) as an example. Por the repre
sentation space t f ™  w  choose a basis labelled by I, Ij, Y and any other quantim 
numbers which may be needed, with the notation

|a> = |l,I„Y,...> (2)
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In addition to tiiesc charges, tltc Iiadrons have properties coming from the spacctime 

symmetry group, the Poincare group Pl’yLyy* Consequently, each hadron is also de

scribed by an irreducible representation spacc W(m,s) of P. The basis vectors usu

ally used for this space are the Wigner basis vectors |pss3>, which arc generalized 

eigenvectors of the mumentum curator P . Letting Ha denote the spacu spanned by- 

l a ^  the combination of internal and spacetime properties (according to a funda

mental assunption of quantum mechanics concerning the combination of physical sys

tems^) has as its space of physical states for the hadron, the direct product space 

H(m,s) ® H a . Such a spacc is represented by a dot in the weight diagram. For ex

ample, the weight diagram for the pseudoscalar meson octet is shown in Fig. (2 ).

The space of physical states for the whole octet of Fip,. (2) is

« { 8 } = L © H ( ma,s)(gnf* . (3)

The basis system that is usually cho.'-en for this direct product space is the direct 

product basis

|pss3cx> = Ip-Sjin --<5b |'»> . (4)

This basis may not exist, if  for example the operators whose eigenvalues are a and 

the momentum operator do not comnutc. Nevertheless, even if the basis (4) does 

exist, it is not suitable if we take into account the fact that the SU(3) classifi

cation group is not a synmetry. To illustrate this, we shall compare this situation 

to that of the rotator in atomic physics.

For an atomic system we assume SOC3 1 rotational syiwnetry,

[II..I.1 = 0 (Sal

where II is the Hamiltonian, ilic transitions between different angular momentum 

states take place through a triplet of operators q. having the property*

' V i 1 = " i j i A  (r,b'

The Wigner-Hckart theorem may then be applied to the transition matrix elements:

<r.*i ’ i 3jr:; = c{iij'-.j3Ki:vi- 'j'SQ|jF.' csci

wlierc the reduced matrix elements I.' i ' |!Q| ji.N do not depend upon j-,K, ii .

The SU(3) which classifies the hadrons is, however, not a symnetry group. I he 

mass operator, and therefore the 4-momentum operator cannot caimute with all of the 

SU(3) generators E^:

IJ’y . y  * 0 • (6a)

To describe weak transitions from one hadron state to another, the algebra of ob

servables must include the weak "currant" operator. We assume that the transitions 

take place throug’ a current-current term in the Hamiltonian

II, « J J“I n
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ago by Merle** is that (6a) should be replaced by

where the current otnt.im-. both It-ptoniv. ruul lunlnmu' tcr-‘s. I'or the hadronic 
term in K?.j and dccays, one uses .1 Lorcntz vector o)icrator with the property

|i: = if , Vl‘ (6b)>i a n •,( t ’

and calculatcs transitions (dccays) using the formula

•'Vp,'v“|pa> = a  tP/i’-.Yi'p’ljv lp> (6c)
H , D  y 7

Although this formula looks like the Wigner-iickart theorem, it is not. Because of 
(6a), the quantities ‘'p'lV lp> depend upon the particle masses through the momenta, 
so they are not independent of the SU(3) indices txBa'. One would expect that (6c) 
could be used as an approximation, to the extent that the mass differences in a multi- 
plet may be negated, for SU(2), since m^+An^o * 1, the approximation is very good.
For SU(3), since m^/m^ * 4, the approximation is highly questionable, and for SU(4), 
where my/\ - 20, the syiranetry-breaking corrections to (6c) could be much larger than 
the effects of the Clebsch-Cordan coefficients.

It is clear from the above analogy that the problem with (6c) lies in (6a). In 
order to replacc (6c) by an cxact equation, one must assnne that the SU(3) is a sym
metry of something other than the momontian. A suggestion which was made many years

replaced by

ir. ,i.J = o (7)
wl»ere P « PjM 1 is the 4-velocity operator and M is the mass operator. Actually,
(7) is more general than it at first appears. If we multiplied the momentum operator 
by a different function of M, it would lead to the unphysical relation [M.KJ * 0.

Under the assunption (7) that Sill3) is a symnetry of the velocity operator and 
the usual assumption

I ' u A l  = °  • (3'

it is more convenient to use the veloc ity-I'oincnrc group * P rather than the
physical spacetime symmetry f^l^- Neither this Slf(3) nor P aie connected with 
physical symmetry transformations. Nevertheless, wo may assume that Pfk) SU(3) de
scribes the .->pectrun of the physical system hadron octet, with each hadron of the oc
tet being a different state of this physical system. The space of physical states is 
then

t/n.s) (x>Ht8; (9j/g\
where H is the irreducible representation space of this SU(3). The physical 
Poincar6 group PpyL^ is still represented in this space, only cannot now be writ
ten in t 
chooses

|pss3,a> = |psSj>(x)|oj (10)
where |pss3> arc generalized eigenvectors of the 4-velocity operator 1’̂ which span 
the space H (l,s). The mass operator acts only cm |a>.

ten in the direct product from P^fx)!, due to (6a) and (7). As a basis for (9) one
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Using (?) we can noi\ write the f.igner-Uk.ut theorem for matrix elements of V'1 
between the 4-velocity eigenvectors .101;

<p's'sja' |V^|pss^u> - 7 C(aea’;y)<p’s'sl||\ul|pss3>7 (11)
>sf ,n

Ihe reduced matrix elements in ill), unlike in (6c), are SU(3) - invariant functions 
of the SU(3)-invariant 4-vvlocit ios. That is, fill is not a syrnwetry-limit approxi
mation, but rather an exact relationship. Continuing with the example of K*, decays,

7 °(11) becomes

" t-, fwBWlfpK* p - - (pK‘P«Jwr-f«‘2J] (12)
-2 * 2The reduced matrix elements 1;, lq“) are functions of the SU(3)-invariant q = (p^ p̂ ) . 

This is to be contrasted with the conventional expression which comes from (6c),

<1tPrIV^|Kp>.> * Cf (ti8K) t(pK+pij)^f+K(q2) + (PK P-Juf

in which tlie formfactor> f^(q2) and the momenta Pg»Pn are not SUf3)- invariants.
Wc thus see that the basic idea bi-iiind spectrum-generating SU(n) is really very 

simple: impression (6c) cannot be correct because of the mass differences, and it 
may not even be an acceptable approximation. By using the Werle relation, one ob
tains a formula which is in principle exact, and which can bo tested. However, the 
task of testing this idea is not simple. Convent tonal formulas found in textbooks 
cannot be used, since they were derived using the momentum as the variable and not 
the 4-velocit.y. Quantities like the partial decay rates must be completely re
derived, starting from the basic principles of quantimi mechanics. The result of 
such rederivations is in general that the new formula differs from the conventional 
one by a factor (suppression factor), which is a well-defined function of the hadron£
mass ratios and differences. The exact form of this function depends not only upon 
the Werle assumption (7) but also upon the assumptions made about the transformation 
property of the transition operators (weak and electromagnetic currents).

Although this approach has come to be known as "spectrum-generating SU(n),” we 
should point out that the name is not completely accurate, rhc transition operator^ 
\r (unlike the of 1:(3)j are not generators of the group, so SlJ(n) is not a spec
trum-gene rating group in the same sense as P(3). Miat we arc really using is e. 
spectrum-generating algebra, which contains the algebra of an SU(n) that is not an 
invariance group of the momentum operator.

Before going on to discus;: .-.one applications of these ideas, we will quote van 
Dam and Biedenharn, wno have independently studied the idea that some groups in par
ticle physics should commute with the 4-velocity rather than 4-momentum operator.
Referring to their "dynamical stability group of before they knew of the

9 *spectrun-generating SU(3) results, they wrote, "he suggest that the concept of a 
dynamical stability group is the proper concept to replace the unworkable concept of 
a global Lie group symmetry in relativistic quantum mechanics." We hope that the
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present results lend support to their suggestion.

III. Applications

Spectrum-generating SU(3) and Slif.4) have been applied to five processes which 
involve no more than one hadron. Possible applications involving multi-hadron states 
will be discussed in the talk by Kielanowski.1^ Since this talk is a review, we will 
only briefly describe these five processes, and refer to the original literature for 
details.

1) V -*■ ce. The leptonic dccays of vector mesons do not fulfill the 
ordinary quark model predictions which come from SU(4) symnetry (with mass differences 
taken into account in the phase space). Instead, they fulfill Yennie's empirical 
rule.11 With a suitable assumption for the electromagnetic current operator within 
spectrum-generating SU(4), this rule can be derived.7,12

2) V Py. TTie radiative decays of vector mesons ,D*) into pseudo
scalar mesons (ir.n.K̂ .x.D) are difficult to explain with ordinary SU(3) and SU(4).

0* 0In particular, the decays of the new pavticlos i|» ■* x(2.R)\ and D -*■ I) y are strongly 
suppressed experimentally, although there is no principle such as the 021 rule to 
forbid them. Within spectnm-generating SU(4), this suppression is explained by the 
large hadron mass difftrences, since suppression factors arise naturally in this 
framework.15

3} Hyperon magnetic moments. Neither SU(3) symmetry nor quark model predic
tions1  ̂(including different "masses" oi the quarks) can fit the present experimental 
magnetic moments. A suppression factor gives a slight improvement,1  ̂but the magnetic 
moments remain an unsolved problem.

4) Baryon semileptonic decays. This area will be discussed by Garcia in the 
next talk.1^

5) Weak leptonic and semileptonic meson dccays. We will discuss this in some 
detail below.

The original motivation for developing the spectnm-gene rat ing SU(3) approach
was to explain the Cabibbo suppression (defined below) as a consequence of synmetry 

17breaking. That is, the Cabibbo angle was to be determined us a function of the 
hadron masses. Using the h'erlr assumption and a suitable form of the weak transition 
operator (hadronic current) it was in fact possible to obtain the Cabibbo suppression 
for some processes. However, it was not possible to find suitable assumptions which 
would give the corrcct suppression for all processes. Therefore, the Cabibbo angle 
had to be accepted as a phenomenological constant that cannot be expressed by a sup
pression factor. At present, we consider the spectrun-generating SSJ(n) approach to
be rather a correction of the Cabibbo model, which takes the mass differences into

18account in a non-perturbative way.
After much trial and error, we found that the following ansatz for the weak



hadronic currcnt gives the Ust iesuits for all processes listed above:

= c o m HV'1 ♦ A"1) + sin;(V.'2 ♦ A'2) ♦ h.c. (14)
where “ " “ „ ”

V* -- (M,iM,V 11 
p .f C15J

Aj = iM.fM.Aj))

and where &  and A® are SU(3)-octet operators which fulfill (6b). Cartan notation is y w •?
used for the SU(3) indices,' and M is the mass operator. In the symmetry "limit," 
IM.EJ - 0, (14) is equivalent to the usual Cabibbo currcnt, except for constant 
factors. One may consider (15) to be the phenomenologically-obtained formula whi ;h 
expresses the behavior of the air rents away from the symmetry limit.

In an experimental test of the spectrijn-gcnerat ing SU(n) approach, it is impor
tant to separate effects which tost the various assumptions individually. The ra
tios of decay rates (i.e., the suppression factors) depend upon both (15) and (7). 
However, there are other predictions which are independent of (15) and therefore 
provide a test of (7). These ;irc:

aj Katios of different fonufac ton- for a >in le process. Using (Oc) and (141, 
we find for the current in i > i®»v dec:iy ( . - + or K+)

./tp- = ;V-,jl)smH(mri+m,!Jr+(t)(p+p,)li (1̂ 1
where the velocity transfer t is related to :he usual in>mcrturn transfer t ‘ by

t ' i p-pT " Mt1 - (m^-m^n (17J

The factor (m^+m^)2 originate:', in the assumption (15). The formfactor 1: has been 
set equal to zero becausc it is "second class." I.xprcssion (16) may be compared to 
the conventional form (13), using f17), to yield the formfactor ratio:

f^ft) m -mK
C(t) I ^  ■ -0.57 (1X1

7j*(t) V  K
This prediction is independent of the factor in front of F+ in (16), so it is a test 
of the Werle relation (7).

Prediction (18) is probably the single no.-t .important test of the spec1’ron- 
generatin^ SU(n) approach, because it depend* upon the fundamental assumption (7) 
rather than the detailed form of the currcnt. If this prediction is not experinen- 
tally confirmed, then the whole approach would have to be rejected. For this reason, 
the experimental situation should be explained carefully. Since this has been done 
by Nieto,^ however, we just give the results here: The data is statistically domi
nated by two experiments, one of which gives a value of (t) near zero, and the other 
of which gives a value compatible with (IS). In short, the experimental situation 
is presently unclear, but (18) is ceitainly an experimentally favored value.7

b) Ratios of the Cabibbo suppression for leptonic and semileptonic processes. 
Phenomenologically, in the conventional Cabibbo model using (13), one needs two
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(at) i 1)1)0 ;u)glcs:

“ cosOyV 1 * cos0AA * ♦ sin‘\,V,2 ♦ sin6,A^ ♦ (19)

Experimentally, 

and

M w  ,V'u V w A n

20

r(Kniv)/I'f»*i.J) gives tanŜ J ■ 0.276 (20)

r(K>nv.v)/r(ifrJ.j) gives tane^ ■ 0.224 (21)
u

with very small errors. The value of o for baryon dccays lies somewhere between 
9y and 0̂ .

In the spectnan-gonerat ing SII(3| approach, the value determined for the tan© 
appearing in (14) is the same as tanfĵ  in (20), and is determined from the sane data. 
However, the value determined from the -emileptonic data is different from tanOv.
The reason is the following*' : The usual definition of the experimentally measured 
tanOy is

f^(tK-0)

so the suppression is

ta»0 = - 0.224 (22)
v r"rt*=<>)

wltere Iwth fonufactors are evaluated at zero momentum transfer. In the spectnon- 
generuting group approach, however, both formfactors should be evaluated at the same 
value of the SU(3)-invariant velocity transfer t. Choosing the value t = 0, which is 
always in the physical region, we have by (17) the following correspondence

t” = 0 = t*
t « 0 «-* (23)

1 " (W  = 'max

^(t^tjL)
tanS = ------^  = 0.276 (24)

f^t’-O)

in agreement with the value determined from the lcptonic decay. This result depends 
also on the formfactor parameter X+ in

f+(t) = f+(0)(l + X+ X )  (25)
%

so this is not as clcar a test of our approach as (18). Nevertheless, it is clear 
that this approach allows one to lOiminate the use of different Cabibbo suppression 
factors for these different processes.

Although the equality of the vector and axialveetor suppression factors is es
sentially a consequence of (7), the precise value of the Cabibbo angle depends upon 
the exact form of the operators appearing in (14) (e.g., on assumption (IS)). That 
is, the Cabibbo suppression is explained not rally by the presence of 0 in (14) but 
also by the transformation property of the currents, as expressed for example by 
(IS). Ilie form (IS) scans to be consistent with the data, but, as discussed by 
Garcia, the agreement for baryons is not impressive. Thus (15) may well have to be 
changed, but this will not change the value of tan very much because of the small
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buryon mass differences. One iisay tin.'icloro consider (21) to be a prediction of the 
model which is not very subject to change, and this prediction is very accurate.
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j-1 
j«0

Fig. 1. "Hie weight diagram of the rotator. 'Hie ordinate is j and the abscissa is j -.

Fig. 2. The weight diagram of the pseudoscalar inoson octet. The ordinate is Y ami 
the abscissa is Ij.


